
Liquids All kind of Liquids need a bag with fitments 

Multitank can be an ideal sustainable container for carrying any kind of liquid in a bag.
We provide a wide range of bags, with different fitments for any kind of application, even aseptic.
Comparing to carton boxes, fiber drums or, foldable plastic IBC, Multitank remain safe and liquid-tight in any circumstances.

sauces Diary 

Tomato Paste

PulpsReady meals

Juice Agro - Chemical

Pharmaceutical

Personal Care

Multitank with 2 x fitment

Top Fitment: 1’’ Elpo spout

Bottom Fitment: 2’’ Valve high flow



Carton boxes with Liner Bag

Competition

Foldable Plastic Boxes

Drums with Aseptic bag

Carton boxes with Aseptic Bag

Many different packaging, many different risks

Multitank has a serious advantage 
compared to other containers.

If an accident happened,
Multitank will still remain liquid tight 

and the damaged will be isolated.

Multitank Certified with ISTA 3H 
Transport Certification

- Carton is a high risk material
- Need wooden pallet
- Not returnable
- Create Wastes
- Unsafe if damaged or leakage

- Carton is a high risk material
- Need wooden pallet
- Not returnable
- Create Wastes
- Unsafe if damaged or leakage

- Carton is a high risk material
- Metal is not a food standard
- Need wooden pallet
- Not returnable the most of the times
- Create Wastes
- Unsafe if damaged or leakage

- Unsafe if damaged or leakage
- High Cost

Multitank Produced from 
virgin food grade plastic material



Details and Features

4 x way entry Integrated pallet
800 x 600 mm,  FDA – BRC standard

Many different fitments for every application

The right liner for the right product

Safety Seals - Traceability

3 x security points for all lids
4 x Label places
1 x RFID tag
Logo personalization
Counting or code embedded printing
Personalize color

2” Cuttable membrane 

1” Elpo spout

2” Valve base

2” DN50 cap 2” BSP cap 2” Camlock cap

2” DN50 Degassing Cap

2” DN50 High Flow valve

6” Base plate
2” S60 valve



Save up to 75% storage space

3 x Multitank in static stacking allowing reducing 
the required storage space.
Nesting empty Multitank.
Storing outdoors is standard.

Packaging Savings up to 50%

Multitank has the highest return ratio 6:1 
6 x Full loadings return in 1 x Empty
It is economical to return back the empty ones 
and reuse it for many times.

Long Term Asset

- 2 years Guaranty
- Minimum 7 years life time
- Asset Depreciation
- ISTA Transport Certification

Save incredible amounts of CO2 emissions

You can achieve your sustainability goals and 
improve the environmental profile.

Advantages

New capacity – new product

Multitank is a middle size container between 220 litters standard drums and 1.000 liter 
carton or plastic containers.
The small pallet size 600 x 800 can be extremely easy to handle in small rooms.
Special type of products or recipes can packed in a sustainable way.

400 lt220 lt 1.000 lt


